"D on't ever dare te take your
college as a matter of course—
because, like democracy and
freedom, many people you'll
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to
_ get it for you."
•

Do you know the
Fits we have to
get this news
in print???

Alice Duer Miller
i

Activities Fair Fares
Welb Turnout Terrific

The Activities Fair, annually held to provide an opportunity for
upperclass students to show enthusiasm about extra-curricular organizations, was held on Friday night, September 16, 1960, in the Runnals Union gymnasium. For the freshmen, the Fair presented an opportunity to sign up for a special-interest activity which will enrich
¦ " '.¦
.
their college lives.
'

Even this cynical reporter, however , has to admit'that the Pair of
1960 far surpassed in number , attractiveness,- and originality of displays, the' Activity Fairs of the immediate past. Perhaps this isy because each, group seemed to have a
general pessimism about its own
group Wd was making a determined
effort to recruit members. Still another reason is the organization of
many new activities for those who
want a change or have a hitherto
unorganized interest, In any event,
this year's freshman class responded avidly to the many activities.
There were at least twenty eight
organizations which found time and
energy to set up a display. Outing
Club and Powder and Wig perhaps
had the most massive demonstrations , but, modestly, I must mention that Colby's Echo had an actual demonstration of its workings

All students are expected to
attend classes regularly an<1 are
held responsible for all work
done during any class from which
they are absent, though in each
bourse two unexcused absences
must be permitted by the instructors during each. term. Beyond these two permitted absences, any instructor has the right
to establish his own 'ground rules
for the conduct of his course.
No distinction need be made
between freshmen and upperclassmen. Students on the Dean 's
List are not automatically allowed unlimited absences. The penalty for vacation cuts shall be a
fine of $25.00 for each class not
attended.

which attracted much ' attention.
Enthusiasm was reflected in the
number of students signing up for
activities . Religious groups had a
very good response, a hopeful sign
for a successful year in this area. A
surprisingly large number of stu1
dents,
comparatively 7 speaking;
signed up for Libra ry Associates. could be had. Whether one was inThe Oracle also had a good number terested in canoeing, swimmirig,
signed up for their staff.
skiing, Fall Homecoming, or yachtIn searching for a unifying term ing, one could find an amenable disto describe the Fair, one must ad- play.
mit that such a word cannot be
There were , many striking elefound unless one accepts the word ments of. the Fair. Who , for in"variety." As one strolled past the stance, could fail to respond , at
Language Club tables , colorful and least internally, to . the Forensic Sogay, and by the Chess and Check- ciety sign , "Talk Much ? Join ?"
ers table, where avid enthusiasts Musical effects, distinguishable inwere engaged in pre-season compet- dividually only when close to the
ition , one might have thought him- source, came from The Colby Eight
self in New York , strolling through booth , the Glee Club display, and
various sections of that city. Var- the French Club table. Aromatic efiations in season as well as scenery fects certainly were noticeable, at

C* (X C Climbers Challege Katahdin
Annual Autumn Assault Has Begun
Katahdin I The name which brings
many things to . mind. . . the crisp
fall air of Northern Maine ; the already frost-touched and ' brilliant
foliage ; the smell of wood camp-;
fires ; the clear , mountain-born waters of Chimney Pond , which only
moments ago, were high above on
the granite ridges ; these are a- few
of the many sensations which members of the COC will enjoy this
week-end. The annual trip, the biggest one of the year , will start.Friday noon when a capacity crowd of
40 students will climb into cars at
the Runnel's Union for the long
trip to Millinocket , and from there
to Baxter State Park.
Leaving the cars at Itoaring
Brook Campground , th e climb er s
will st art up th e tr ail to Chimn ey

Pond. After approximately three
miles of path and dry stream bed ,
they will arrive at the Chimney
Pond Campsite. Here the ' cooks
and packers, members of COC's Katahdin Council , will have a hot
meal waiting. After supper trail
lunches are made for the next day
and a sing around the campfire is
enjoyed by all. Sleep comes quickly in the mountain air, • and all too
^
soon one awakes to. see the sun
strike tlie high peaks and gradually
steal down into the basin.
After a huge breakfast j the group
starts up the famous Cathedral
Trail ; a short , steep, and spectacular way 1 to the peak. A small and
select group who are willing and
able to risk their lives on the strength of a nylon rope will again climb

the Chimney.
From the typ, on a clear day,
one can see as far as Mt. Washington to the South , well into Canada to the North , as well as threefi fths of the state of Maine, spread
out panoramically below the viewer.
After consuming lunch on the
peak , the climbers will follow the
trail around the basin; across the
Knife Edge, to Pamela (home of
the ancient Indian god), and down
the Dudley Trail to Chimney Pond.
Sunday; at their own leisure, various groups descend to Roaring
Brook ., Blueberry Knoll , from which
one can see into North Basin , and
lunch at the jBasin Ponds are enjoyed by those who tako the time
to stop and look. Others just concentrate on placing one foot ahead

Sturtevant Now Head
Of Board Of Trustees

Mr. Reginald Sturtevant, President of the Livermore Falls
(Maine) Trust Company, has been appointed chairman of the Colby
College board of trustees. The announcement was made to the students of Colby at an All-College assembly on Thursday, September
15. Mr. Sturtevant is succeeding a college classmate, Mr . Neil Leonard of Boston. Leonard served on the Colby board for 27 years, being

the Outing Club's display, which
made ample use of pine. Slides were
being ' put to use by members of
Powder and Wig, who, in their colorful costumes, were showing slides
of The Caine Mutiny Court Martial ,
Teahouse of the August Moon , and
Country Wife. Special effects were
also being obtained by the Modern
Dance club slides. I noticed a preponderance of males interested . . .
Particularly interesting were the
new activities. In an election year ,
the interest was high for the Young
Republican and Young Democrat organizations; The leaders of one of
these groups termed the response
' fantastic", and outlined a program which, if carried out, will be
an outstanding addition ' to the
year's activities. Water Ballet , an
activity organized last year , had a
very attractive nautical display.
The table featuring Water Safety
Instruction , Senior Life Saving Instruction , and Blood Donation solicitation , performed a valuable service by obtaining a list of emergency
donors. It is obvious that there was
a wide range, from the frivolous to
the serviceable , in the type of activity represented, and students could
sign up to enjoy themselves and|or
to further a serious interest or
cause.
Whether the Fair was a genuine
success or not cannot be judged until th e stud ents sort out tim e fr om
th eir bu sy lives to devot e tim e t o
the acivities which really interest
them for one reason or another. Thifortunately, activiti es seldom r etain
their initial membership throughout
the year, and the number of dedicated members usually boils down
to a small number. There aro definite .gains v to be had from participation , if one chooses carefully and
plans accordingly -— but , th en , who
does ?
care-aNeOfs
of- the other in order to get back to
civiliz ation as qui ckl y and painlessly as possible.
By th e tim e y ou r ead this ,/ tho
luck y 40 will be th er e ; th o cooks
and packers at Chimney Pond j the
r est of th e gr oup climbin g st eadil y

chairman for 13, and was awarded
an honorary Doctor of Laws degree
here last June. In .making the announcement, President Strider paid
tribute , to Leonard by portraying
him as "an invaluable champion for
Colby causes."

Mr. Reginald Sturtevant
Mr. Sturtevant graduated from
Colby in 1921, Phi Beta Kappa , and
has been a. trustee of. .Colby since
1949.. President Strider stated that
Mr. Sturtevant's, achievements are
in the highest Colby, tradition and
that ''his ' faithful service in the
past decade has contributed greatly
to Colby's vital and dynamic present."
~In the recent past, Mr. Sturtevant has had a son and a daughter
graduate from "Colby, and it is expected th at a second son will enroll
here next fall.
Mr. Sturtevant' s first official
duty will be presiding at tho inauguration of President Strider on October 11. -
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in order to get there before dark.
If you didn 't go this year , tr y and
go next.; the trip is interesting and
oftentimes revealing.

Cotby Faculty Enhanced
By 14 New Members

, Colby is happy to welcome fourteen new faculty members this
fall. Interviews from- each of them w,ill be published in forthcoming
issues of, the Echo. The new members of the faculty are : Jerome E.
Bartow , Instructor in Physics ; Stanley Bober , Instructor in Economics; Wilmon Chipman , Instructor in Chemistry; Ronald Davis, Ir>structor 1 in Biology ; and Thomas W. Easton , Assistant Professor in

Mt.. Katahdin — Monarch of Norther n Maine

Biology.
Visiting Lecturers in Music aro
Mr. and Mrs. William Max Fiedler , and Visiting Associate- Professor in En glish is Gladys I. Fordo.
James L, Fozard has boon
appointed Instructor in Psychology ;
Earl A. Jun ghans , Instructor in
Mathematics ; John Kompors , Assistant i Professor in Modern Languages;, Paul Pore/,, Associate Professor in Psychology j and James L.
Thompson, Instruotpr in Chemistry.
Fivo pi'ofossorB aro on leave from
Colby. Thoso on loavo during tho

first semester aro Donaldson Ivoons,
Prof essor -- Geology and John W.
Winken , Assistant Professor - Physical IMucation, On loavo for both
somosters aro 'Richard A. Mayors ,'
Assistant Professor - Physios j Evans B. Roid , Prof essor - Chemistry ;
and Coland F. Witham , Assistant
Profossor - English .
Four members of tho Colby faculty havo boon recently conferred
PhD' s. Thoy aro .Robert Barlow ,
Economics ; Jam es Gillespie , Philosophy ; Joromo Schiller. Philosophy ; and Joseph Yokolson , English.
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NAA.0#. Thank ? Warnin gs to Freshme n
KEDDY. '
Colb y Workers for Colby College, likebyanyPAUL
opportunity used correctly, will bring
opportunity is two-faced; fori it.brings
many
rewards
to
you.
But
the
Vita l Oohtribiit lon disaster to those who abuse it. Now
_ know that you've been warned

Just prior to last June's commencement, the EPIC-supporting
students of , Oolby College were
thanked for their significant contribution to the NAACP sit-in . fight.
The dollars earned on last April's
Coj by EPIC workday have since
EDITOR • - DANIEL HODGES, '61
proven
that they were part of a
MANAGING EDITOR - CAROLYN EVANS, '61
winning battle against djscriminaA
BUSINESS MANAGER - LEWIS YURDIN, '61
(EDITORIAL BOARD: Diane Scrafton , '61 ; Jacqueline Nunez, '61 ; Jill Williams, '61;
tion , as recent reports of the great
Deborah Berry, '61.)
successes from the southern sit-in
movements attest. The text of the
SECTION EDITORS
letter received by alumnus Ralph
Asst Business Manager - Allston Weller, '62
News Editor • Jill Williams, '61
Nelson from the NAACP is as fol"
Advertising Manager - Richard Fields, '61
Feature Editor • Deborah Berry, '61
lows
:
Asst. Advertising Manager
.•_
- , , -¦

Co-Sports Editors . Gerald Tays, 62
Elliot "Woodier, '62
,
Make-up Editor - Ann Gleason, '62
Asst. Make-up Editor - Susan Schaeff , '63
Copy Editor - Mark Bradford, '62
Exchange Editor - David Columbia , '63

Judy Dunnington i -6l
Circulation-Subscription Manager
v Dear Mr. Nelson :
Thomas MacMullen, '63 .
Thanks for your letter enclosing
Financial Manager - Peter Armstrong, '61
the check for $539.53. I assure you
Billing - Susan Miller, '61

to study hard lest you flunk out. But in all ike commotion and.excitement you will pass off warning after slight consideration. After all,
you were admitted to Colby so you must be able to- do the work. You
are quite used to hearing your parents tell you to study hard and it
is obviously the DUTX! of the President and , Dean to say the same.
SO WHAT ? Well, take a good look
down that corridor because half of
your freshmen friends (and possibly,YOURSELF) will be on Academic Probati on at the end of the first
semester. Take another look at your
freshmen 'friends . Do you recognize
Harry High School ? Harry Hi gh
School is the . fellow over there - the
one who has found Colby loaded
with exciting activities which will
certainly lead to popularity and
fun . Harry's twin brother is much
more serious looking but seems to
he in, competition with Harry to see
who can study least. This boy won't
tell you but he is definitely disgusted with and disappointed, in
Colby College. WHY ? It seems he
came to Colby ready to assume the
responsibilities and decisions of
Higher Education and in this way
he idealized Colby. Instead , Colby
turned out to be a glorified High
School — the place where he had
so much fun , and learned so little.
So Harry and his brother both lose
themselves (literally) in bringing
back good old High School days.
Both these boys are following
the lead of Prep School Pete. Pete
knows EVERYTHING about colleges. His Dad and older brother had
a Ball in college — and don't think
Pete won 't try to da the same —
as long as ; he is here. With liquor
and women he's a real professional ,
and if prep school has denied him
either one -he will make up for lost
time!- too.
\
RESULT . y . Number one.
FLUNK OUT. Number two. . .
POINTS PLAG-UE (which will have
a deteriorating effect similar to cancer as the student continues
through school). In three years
some of . you will' ¦loke at your

that this contribution is more than
welcome in view of the terrific job
that we have undertaken as far as
^
the sit-ins are concerned.
While under existing regulations
of the Internal Revenue Departby PR OFE SSOR DAVID BRID GMAN
ment we are not permitted to earCI V ILIZATION AND IT S DI SCONTENTS.
mark funds for special purposes , I
Our Book of the Year, a gift from. Freud, may poke us into ex- assure you that our present comtended discussions. Some passages in Civilization and Its Discontents mitments to these students runs in
are neatly outrageous. To rend a careful author's notions from con- excess of $15,000 a month , so you
text may be unjust. But we know, as Saint Sigmund did , that "prud- can realize that the $539,53 contribution will be used almost imence is an ugly old maid courted by Incapacity."
mediately for this purpose.
Freud sees men wandering many i
TOMORROW
Our sincere thanks and apprecij
roads to have some relief from pain, |
Annual Freshman —
ation to the students themselves
and look for happiness. Some play |
Sophomqre Day
{ and' others who contributed, and our
games ; some drink ; some love wide- !
Come One—Come All
j special thanks to you.
ly in the sexual way ; some lie on
Tug of War , Canoe Dunking I
Sincerely, <
carpets of nails ; some look at art ;
an d more , more , more !!
J
Thurgood Marshall
_ _ _
many take to religion. 'The enjoyDirector-Counsel
at
the
ment of w.orks or art" is "
head of these phantasy-pleasures",
abroad. The new officer may be
acting, for most, "as a mild narassigned to several functions to give
cotic." (p22)
him varied training ' and experience
in consular work , in administrative
Religion is more deliberating ; it
assignments, including ones in the
is far too often a "mass-delusion",
accounting and management fields ,
verging upon "infantilism ". "NeedTne Uuited States Department of and in political , economic ,¦. internaless to say, no one who shares . : a
Siate will hold its next written For- tional finance and commercial redelusion recognizes it as such
(p.23) Celebrants of religion ' are eign Service Officer Examination on porting.
The starting salary for the newspared "individual neuroses" for December 10, 1960 in approximately
65
cities
.
throughout
•
the
United
ly
appointed Foreign Service OffiquarFreud
's
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States
and
at
Foreign
Service
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reliview that assemblages
ination
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Department
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fications
experiences, marital stat,
gious faithful magnify and adulterto
interest
undergraduate
students
ate tho already-somewhat-irremediN A V A L DCS
"WHO'S WHO" Faces and Places,
able sense of "hel plessness". Reli- who have studied in such fields as
and
wonder "WHO'S WHERE".
Eigh t members of the Class of
gion errs in "urg ing upon everyone economics , public and business adThere
are two suggestions I offer
i960 have been appointed to the
alike its single way . . . in decrying ministration , language and area stuto
eliminate
this problem :
Naval Officer Candidate School
tho value of life", in having "intim- dies, history and pblitical science.
1
.
ELIMINATE
FRESHMEN
at Newport , Rhode Island. Lawidating influence upon intelligence". To be eligible to take this examSPORTS
ination , candidates must be at least rie F. Larohez , John Wilson , Da(p. 27)
That'is, ALL of them. This first
21 and under 31 years of age on vid Tierney, George Marchant ,
Freud's shredded words might be Oct ober 24, 1960, Persons 20 years Donald Burgess , Frank Morgan ,
us, and age at the time of appointinspirational to lovers of the bot- may also apply if a college, graduate Henry Lapham , and Jonathan
tle and others desirous. "The feel- or a senior in college. Thoy must be Knowles will study Nav^l Orien- ment. Also, certain allowances , plus
insurance, medical , ' educational and
ing of happ iness produced by indul- American citizens of at least nine tation and History, Gunnery,
gence of a wild, untamed craving is years ' standi ng.
Navigation , Seamanship, Engin- retirement-benefits are granted.
_,
Application forms and other inintense
than
is
incomparably more
Candidates who are successful in eering, and Operations during
formation
may be obtained immedesire."
tho satisfying of a curbed
tho one-day written examination , the four months ' training period.
diately:
by
waiting to the Board of
(p. 20)
which tests their facility in English Upon successful completion of
Examiners for the Foreign Service ,
Happiness, wo learn , is "the expressions, general ability and the course of study, each will be
Department of State, Washington
gr atifi cati on of instin cts ", inhibited background , will be given oral ex- commissioned ENSIGN , U.S. N a25, D.C. The closing date for filing
aminati on s within nine m onths b y vel Reserve.
by "civilization ", (p. 19, 43)
the application is October 24th.
panels which will meet in regional
Libidinal privation , and fli ght to
centers throughout the United
such gross generality as groupiness,
States.. . Fluency in a language,
or "religions of humanity", may exwhile
not an examination requireact fr om whole nations sporadic exm
e
nt
must bo .attained before an
,
plosions. Those may be purges, as of
offic
er
can advance in the Service.
Jews in Germany ; of tlio bourgeois
Those
candidates
who pass the oral
in Soviet Russia ; as of imaginative
tost will thon be givon a physical
Minutes of the last meeting were read September 19th , by Charpeople in American schools.
examination and a background inAs Frond puts it, the danger of vesti gation. If found qualified in all lotte Clifton , Secretary. ,The Treasurer's report was submitted by
"aggression" and undisorimin atin g resp ects , candid at es will bo placed Mik e, Fl ynn. TJjp Sinking fund (total $2370.31) has been transferred
explosion "is most menacing whore on a register and appointments will to the Waterville Savings Bank. ¦ ' • > • , .
tho social forces of cohesion consist bo made therefrom as needed , in
¦The Homecorning' Committee discussed future plans for the
predominantly of identifications of the order of examination scores.
weekend
with Student Government members and Deans Nickerson
the individuals in tho group with Tho names of candidates failing to
Councils ' will
ono another, whilst loading person- receive appointments within ' SO and Seaman. The Panhellenic and the Inter-Fraternity
alities fail to acquire tlio signifi- months from tho dato of written sponsor the Brorno Brunch..It was recommended that the committee
cance that should fall to them . . . examination will bo removed from check with the alumnae council about scheduling of the, weekend. It
But I will resist the temptation • to this register, Upon appointment, was also advised to have a* combination of a dance and a concert on
enter up a criticism of Am eri can tho candiddto will • roooivo throe Friday night
of' the weekend.
cultu ra l I havo no desiro to give the commissions for tho President — as
Th
e
co
mi
ng movie p r ogram was announced by President Bev
impression that . I would employ Foreign Service Officer Class 8, as
American methods myeolf. " (p. 60- Secretary in tho Diplomatic Service, Lapham. Some of the movies to be shown in the coming semester
are : "Caine' Mutiny''/'Trom Here to Eternity", "Wild One," "Pic67)
and as Vice Counsul of Career.
A nowly appointed Foreign Ser- nic", and "On the Waterfront, ". ,
Thoro is, ovon thoro, "tho manivi
ce
Officor may serve his first tour
y,
(p. 1)
fold variety of humanit
The hazing pr ogram was announced ended for thq semester and
of duty either in tho Department'fl
(
This Book of tho Year is a com- headquarters in Washington D.C.1, several sugges t ions were made per t ai n ing to next year. .
,
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Student Government
September 19, 1960

suggestion will make a few graduating athletes turn over on their dip-:
lomas . J'm sure resistance to such
an idea will be found in practically
all areas of the campus. OK—
HERE'S MY PROOF.

Freshman enters Colby and decides to go out for freshman football. Figuring on an average of
three 'hours per day for- six days a
week for practice our freshman
spends 18 hours a week for football.
Considering Friday football games
and Saturday practice I do not believe this is an overestimate. Now,
by some strange coincidence , many
of these freshman athletes also have
scholarship-jobs. The typical freshman , will put in ten hours a week
on his scholarship job . It should
be noted here that often the boy
will have his jof before or after
practice so that the cumulative effect of practice plus job will make
him too tired to study. Returning
to our 'mathematics we must figure
fifteen hours a week for classes ,
and twenty-five to thirty hours
a week for , study if the freshman is to follow standard study
suggestions ! Now' add them up
remembering that I have ' neglected such necessary -extra-curricular activities as eating, sleeping, bull sessions and dating.
18 plus 10 plus 15 plus 25 equals
68 active hours per week by ' our
freshman athlete — a pretty rugged schedule for a person just starting college. That extra 18 hours per
wee'k seems a lot more important
now. Is this perhaps why so many
freshmen athletes seem to be on
academic probation every year ? Are
freshmen athletes important enough
to warrant such a time expenditure
by freshmen ? I think not. Our
freshmen teams play mostly other
freshmen teams and prep schools.
Thus they are . generally overshadowed by the ' varsity teams in a
small school like Colby. Witness
the few people who attend freshmen games. Why couldn 't the best
freshmen be able to try for the
varsity squads where the coaches
will be more , interested in the individual' s four year possibilities. It
seems to this observer that the
freshman teams ] serve mostly as a
unifying factor in the , freshman
class. Couldn 't this better be done
b y m ore int elli gent hazin g rules and
other questi on abl e restri cti ons on
the und ergradu ate's activities. It
may be noted that some other colleges seem to get along very well
2. AN EXPERIENCED COUNSELOR OR PSYCHIATRIST
AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES
TO HANDLE THE MANY

PERSONAL PROBLEMS
THAT CONFRONT BOTH

FRESHMEN AND UPPERCLASSMEN.
It is evid ent that deans,¦¦• professors, and j unior advisors can help
but there is;a great nood for an individual skill ed in handling undergraduate problems here at ' Colby.
Tho freshman yoar is the most critical as witnessed by the junior advisor program. It is difficult i,f not
impossible 1 for, any .advisor , professor or doan to handle his own activities arid m ake himself avail
able for adequate , counselor services.
Often the problem is too difficult
for the untrained advisor or tho
individual does not wish to take up
the advisor 's timo. With a professional advisor available tho correct
. services could be. rendered / ond ono
would know ( ho was thoro for just
that purpose. How , long will it bo
necessary for , Oolby students to
loavo the oairipus in order to obtain
help in such rnattors P 7,

Frosh Hazing Has
Met Its Untimel y
Death, St A p pears

ivr i~m&umR .

by oche •

ColbyV newest freshman : class
must bn,y^ been baffled with this
It started off grandly
year 's'h ^AUgas the frosji got beanies at l $l apiece
and th.% ivet-e notified through 2
by 3 fo 0t rp6sters that they must
wear s'^as &»$ learn information
about ttie college. There were even
overton^g of order in the grim implication tBat Kangaroo Court
would d ofal with non-compliant
^ the class of '64.
But
member^
shot through the program fronTthe
beginning w&r - the first signs of
hazing'^ impending demise.
First of all, as Bev Lapham,
President of Student Government,
said Monday night , September 19.
"Kang^ro Court was a myth." Secondly, Colby upperclassmen used
their privilege of hazing the frosh
in a t ^t^jl y typical manner. True
to for^j th© girls conscientiously
got tb^ freshman ' girls out of bed
at odd Jours to do calisthenics and
the *
sing '%a,il Colby. " They spread
all over
freshm^ji ^ Stuffed animals
|
the Fcigs lounge to greet couples S
return^ from Saturday 's All-Col- |
lege I-_n_ ce> j and they asked the cI
frosh tt^ identif y the fraternities and $8
recite Pr esident Bixler 's history. J
The picture, hovvever, .was different §
among the boys. As -far as this re- |
porter could discover, no freshman i
boys suffered anything at all from |
the having rules.
'J
To t0p off the program, it ended • |
not with a bang nor even a whim- |
per, b^i & confused funeral at Mon- J
day 's Stu. G. meeting. Really, =
though,, it almost ended at the foot- !
ball 'g,\tfie -ffitlr the first touchdown. I
It wa^j iH supposed to. It was in- |
tended, to last until Friday, Sep- |
tembe^ $3, almost a week later
when Student Government was
planni ng to bold a big bonfire and
beanie4>"uroing . with appropriate
fanfa-r to boot . But the previous
^
Friday »t th© rally in theanevening
early
Coach Clifford ^promised
touchdown and said that then the
frosh c&vld get rid of their beanies.
But \e hadn't been talking to the
Student Crovernment ' officers and
consequently fouled up their plans.
He delivered his early touchdown,
and .tjj a froeh hurled away beanies
and sjgfcs ~-~ at least some of thejn
did. TUeu came confusion . All of
the f ^shm an men rightly assumed
that tfr_y oould cease wearing their
beani^g and signs, and the junior
advisors for . the girls in Louise Coburn, told thoir frosh that they i
could ko without, their paraphernab'a, : _3xjt the junior advisors in g
Woo^jn&n an d Foss, ' however, told |
their u.ur*0Hunate advisees to keep I
on "»v-e£triBg signs and beanies. So t
hazing by tho Tuesday after the |
gam - vyfts half over. You could tell !
that gbfde of the frosh were frosh , I
but th&t new girl without a sign j
7. .' she might bo an upporolass- j
raaU) but then sho could be a Lou- j
ise Qj obttrn Hall freshman. And - as j
for tyi^ boys , tho freshman merged j
unnoticed i*1*0 ^e button-down col- |
lareu. lines waiting 12 minutes in J
I
line' for 7 minute meals.
TlVtiS ©ndod hazing. A couple of I
questions suggest themselves, how- j
over; Why doosn't hazing seem [
to Vf-ot-li for tho boys P Just what is j
it t\ofc tnalcos tho girls want hazing j
Cloj itjnuod on Pago Five
j

Alvina & D elia

I

A visit--to our "CASUAL COLONY"Sportswear Shop isamiist!
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Capri's . . . $14.98 i
f
Sweater... $11.98 (W

jf :A

\Jf
Skirt . . . $17.98 Sweater . . . $11.98
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Items above by

'

COUNTRY SET

FEATURED

LINES

Evan-Picone, Majestic, Glasgo, Dariene, Country Set, H erald , Susan Thomas, ' Glen
of "Michigan^ Florence Walsh, White Stag, Villager, etc. ' 7

S

Religions Organizations ISP's Graduates Gotby Nixonites. Win
Swell Dean's Lists
To Ha ve A-Busy - Year For Last Semester Political Opinion Poll

An often-overlooked facet of life at Colby is that consisting of
Women ' s Division
religious organizations. This year, these organizations have planned
Second Semester , 1959-1060
interesting programs which, presented from a religious viewpoint,
CLASS OF 1960
will be a valuable contribution to the college year.
Justine A. Brown
The fluctuation of religious organizations at Colby reflects, one
June M. Chacran
supposes , the attitudes of society at large." Nevertheless, for those who
Barbara A. Chapman
Virginia A. Clark
take the time, these organizations erick Carlson, will also speak at a
Iris A. Cofmah
fulfill a definite function. In the future meeting on the church servOlympia Constantinidou
past year, there was an active in- ices he experienced on the submarCarlene E. Daisy
terest shown by a small group which ine . "Nautilus. " '
The Christian Science OrganizaAnn H. Dudley
encou raged most of the organization has also held its fi rst meeting^
Jane' P. Holden
tions.
Harriette Howard
Newman Club, for example, had a meeting which was held simultaeJudith A. Ingram
a better year than had been ex- nonsly with meetings held on hun' , Margaret A. Jack
perienced for some time. This year , dreds of college campuses. At all
of
these
meetings
a
record
was
Beverly A. Jackson
Catholic students will have the op,
E. -Ann Lassen
portunity, twice a month, to attend played which united all the groups
Linda L. Levenson
Thursday . evening meetings in the in a common experience. This orCynthia H. Love
"Women 's Union and discuss or hear ganization meets every Thursday
Wendy R. MeWilliam "•
the Catholic viewpoint on the many evening in the Chapel at 7 :00 p.m.
At the Activities Fair, a great
Judith A. Miller
issues which face a college student.
Father Haehe acts as an advisor many students expressed an interSandra Myers
Carlene A. Perry
to this group, along with Miss est in this group, and the above
Joanne W. Price
Brady. In addition to programs, items seem to indicate that the inJanice A. Rideout
Communion breakfasts are held terest is well-founded. Other interLouise C. Robb
throughout the year. The first such ests , which will soon overwhelm the
Carol L. Seaman
breakfasts will be held on Sunday, college calendar , will challenge the
Alice H. Stebbins
September 25. Later this Fall , Fa- interest - of students , as will the
Ann E. Stocking
ther Rogers of Boston, will speak predominant college attitude. Nevon the role of the Catholic student ertheless, those who attend even a
Nancy Gr. Walker
few of these meetings will find
Margaret D. Wetzel
iri a non-Catholic college.
Carol A. York
Hillel will be led this year by the there is a definite worth to the
following officers : Howard Blatt, meetings. Perhaps a strong factor CLASS OF 1960
Susan L. Bennett
President ; David Ziskind, Vice in the college attitude is the absence
~
of
a
strong
Inter-Faith
Association
Deborah J. Berry
President ; Marsha Palmer, SecreJudith A. Dunnington
tary ; and Neil Ossen , Treasxxrer. to stimulate interest in this vital
Hillel holds supper meetings once area and to publicize meetings. This
Grayee H. Hall
Judith A. Hoffman
every three or four weeks on Sun- year, however, promises to be one
day evenings. This Sunday evening, in which many groups will , due to
Harriet W. Lunt
September 25, at 7 :00 p.m., a gen- their own energy, experience a good
Ellen M. McCue
Iris K. Mahoney
eral meeting will be held to plan the and worthwhile series of programs.
Jacqueline R. Nunez
year.
Elizabeth A; M. 0'Connell
Student Christian Association , the
Donna L. Sample
only inter-denominational group on
CLASS OF 1962
campus , will hold its first meeting
Brenda M. Bertorelli
at 4 p.m . Sunday, Sept . 25, in the
Peggy J. Bone
Chapel Lounge. Prof. Garab will
Rosemarie A. Carbino
speak on "Tlie Role of Religion in
Kristin J. Carlson
the Intellectual Life." Open to all
Janet M. Cole .
students, regardless of permanent
RUSH SCHEDULE
Mary A. Deems
interest in the group this meeting
The 1960 sorority rush schedule
Patricia Downs
highlights a problem which many
is as follows :
Cynthia B. Dunn
students find facing them. Sally
September 18, First Panhellenic
Jean E. Gaffney
Merrill is acting as head of the ExCoffee
Priscilla
A. Gwyn
ecutive committee. Other members
September 19—October 9, Open
Dorcas
M.
Hebb
of the committee are Patti Millett
Teas
Janet Hertsberg
and Sandra Fullerton,
October 10-11, Interest Teas
Sandra A. Keef
Roger Williams Fellowship, primOctober 16, Second Panhellenic CofLynn B. Kimball
arily for Baptist students , has held
fee
Suzanne Martin
its firsb meeting. Thursday evening,
October 17, Sigma Kappa Closed
Patricia J. Millett
Sept. 15, the campus was invited to
Party *
Joann M. Sexton
attend a supper meeting in Smith
October 20, Alpha Delta Pi Closed
Alice C Shest
Lounge where guest speaker , Pres'
Party *
Pamela A. Taylor
ident Stridor , spoke on "Religion
Octob er 24, Chi Omega Closed ParAnn B. Tracy
in the Academic Community." The
ty *
Janice E. Turner
Fellowship is planning intellectualOctob er 26, Delta Delta Delta ClosJudith A. Webb
ly stimulating meetings to discuss
ed Party *
CLASS OF 1963
political and religious loaders . Until
October 27, Silent Period
- Kama L. Bjorland
November 8, this group is concenOct ober 28 , Sorority Bids DistribuEllen C. Blauner
trating on the election issues , and
ted V
Mary E. Brown
both political parties will bo repre* On the day of a sorority closed
Susan Com eau
sented by guest speakers. This is
party tho other three groups should
Jean A. Eielson
a unique opportunity for all Colby
recogniz e this as a timo whon this
Joan E. Elliott
students to discuss with fellow stuparti cula r sor orit y has free rushing.
Ruth R. Grey
dents and sp eakers issu es which
Although this is not a Silent Period
Jean Gross
ar e esp ecially im portant at this
for th o other thr ee sororiti es, they
Sandra
J. MaoWilliam
time.
are asked to refrai n from monopoGretohen
E. Miller
The first meeting of the Cantorlizin g a girl for rushing purposes.
Sally B. Morso ,
bury Olub will bo held at tho EpisIt is a courtesy day for tho sorority,
Laura Newman
copal Church on September 25th.
¦^,^.^.^ »_»*.._P\«_»..^-._f-*l
^
Cynthia J. Potors
During this suppor mooting, plans t*"^4**^m *<w*"**^- ^•¦^¦^¦.^¦¦^•
Sally A. Prootor
for tlio coming yoar will bo disPowder and Wig has announcAnne M. . Quirion
cussed. Students whoso interest was ed tho tontativo theatrical life
Anna' i». Radwany
aroused at last year 's Religious for Colby during tho 19G0-61 seaHester Ann Rhodes
Convocation may bo interested to son. Throe tragedies of varying
Edith-Ann Sowall
know that at a future date 'the for- degrees will bo presented.
Susan B. Stein
m er Episcopal Chaplain, - Robert
Judy P. Vanoo
Mill , will di scuss reli gious ai*fc. A ; Tho first of thoso is to bo TH E
MADWOMAN OF CH AIL LOT ,
Marjorie R. Walton
University of Maine student, Frcdwritten by Joan Giraudoux. DaLucille E. Waugh
tes for this performance aro November 11 and 12. Thoro will bo
Men 's Division
a soeotid production
oarly in
Second Semester 10(19-1060
February.
C LASS OF 1069

According to the student political poll conducted' at 'the Activities Fair , 300 students registered their votes for Vice-President Richard Nixon , and 121 registered for Senator John Kennedy.
' Political activities at Colby will be stimulated in the pre-election
weeks by our Young Republican and Young Democrat Clubs. Their
joint plans include a mock convention where political views on campus can be aired , and perhaps a
Colby debate over Waterville's ra-'
dio station7WTVXi.
Separately, the Republican club
hopes to bring in speakers on both
the state and national levels. Last
spring they invited Brad Hutchins,
national committeeman from Maine
College senior men and recent
to the campus. The Democrat club
graduates who are preparing themplans to work at the headquarters selves for a career of college teachiri Waterville. Both parties are
ing, and :are planning to enter gracounting on the support of the Colduate school in September , 1961,
by students who signed up for the
for their first year_of graduate stuclubs at the Fair, and those others
' dy, are invited to apply for the tenwho want to express their political
th class of Danforth Graduate Felcontentions through action.
lows. The Danforth Foundation , an
Responding to the noticeably feweducational foundation located in
er numbers of Democratic supportSt. Louis, Missouri, welcomes apers,, Peter Denman , spokesman for
plicants from the areas of natural
the YD's, stated : "Since the Demand biological sciences, ¦ social sciocratic party appears to be in the
ences , humanities and all fields of
minority on campus , and since the
specialization to be found in the
Republican party as to its number
undergraduate college.
is not great, we feel both parties
Dean Parker Johnson has been
should work together to stimulate
named by President Strider as the
interest on campus. This is our conliaison officer to nominate to the
cern , and, we presume, that of the
Danforth Foundation two or three
Republicans. Of course , what our
candidates ' for these 1961 fellowclub lacks . in quantity, we feel ' we
ships. These appointments are funmake' up for in quality."
damentally "a relationship of enBill
Wooldredge
and
Jerry
couragement" throughout the years
Speers , speaking for the Republican
of graduate study, carrying a promClub, also voiced their desire for
ise of financial aid within prescribed
successful cooperation between the
conditions as there may be need.
two groups : "We hope the two
The maximum annual grant for sin
clubs can work together to provide
gle Fellows is $1500 plus tuition and
an active interest in politics this
fees charged to all graduate stufall so that the Colby student will
dents-; for .married Fellows, $2000
be .able to decide for himself beplus tuition and . fees charged to all
tween the two parties on the basis
graduate students with an additionof the important issues we will al stipend of $500 for each child.
strive , to bring up and clarify."
Students with or without financial
need are invited to apply, A Danforth Fellow is allowed to carry
Richard F. Casson
other
scholarship appointments. All
Lawrence W. Cushman
Danforth
Fellows will participate
William C. Droll
in
the
annual
Danforth Foundation
Roger F Dumas
Teaching, to be held
Conference
of
James Gr. Haidas
at
Camp
Miniwanca
in Michigan
Jerry LaForgia
|
1961.
next September,
Charles C. Leighton
The qualifications of the candiDavid A. Light
dates
as listed in the announcement
Larry R. Mitchell
from
the
Foundation are .* men of
Donald D. Mordocai
outstanding
academic ability, perRalph D. Nelson , Jr.
sonality
congenial
to the classroom,
Daniel S. Paiish
and
integrity
and
character
, includLouis ( Rader
ing
serious
inquiry
within
the
ChrisDonald P. Williamson
tian
tradition.
CLASS OF 19G1
All applications, including the reRobert W. Burke
commendations
, must be completed
Peter V. Denman
b
y
Janua
ry
1
5
, 1961. An y stud ent
Michael D. Flynn
wishing
furth
e
r
information should
Edwin K. Gow
get
in
touch
with
Dean Johnson.
Daniel L. Hodges

Danfortk Offering
AM To Graduates
Who Plan To Teach

ranheli Annotmoes
Sorority Activity
Sehedyle for Fall

John R. Hoopor •
Frank J; Keough
Henry N. Silverman
Phili p J. Walther , II
CLASS OF 1082
Mark B.Bradf ord
Samuel V. Just /
Gary Miles
CLASS OF 1963
Robort Crespi
Roborb T. Emmet
.
Uobert J. Gula
X
Jon F. Hall
Joseph R. Halporin
Brian MdAlary
J. Wesley Miller
^
Bryon Petrakis
Robert M. Whitolaw
Wjllinm H. Withoroll

MAJESTIC

KfeSTAURANT

Home Style Cookin g
American & Syria n Food

¦• Located At

60 TEMPLE STREET
i
Air Conditionin g

Tho Colby community will bo
treated to a presentation of Anton Chekhov ' s .TH E ..THREE
SISTERS on March 17 ami 18.
Winding up tho yoar on April
28 and 20, Powder and Wig will
present MAN AND SUPERMAN ,
written by George ,B. Shaw.
•

W E L CO ME

:i COLBY
STUDENTS y!
-.
I
and
FACULTY V
Giguere 's Barbe r Shop ;
and Beaut y Parlor
FARROW'S
C. Waring Blackburn
Roger W. Brown

Tol. TB 2-00.1
140 Main Stroot

;

"

!
]

-

BOOKSH QP
'

.

-_ . ____ .

Both clubs are in the process of
organization and plan to elect officers soon.
TV COURSES
Mr. John lorio , Assistant Professor of English at , Colby, is
currently presenting a seri es of
educational TV courses on modern British and American pootry ovory Sunday at 11 :30 a.m.
The series started on September
18 and will continue for 15 wooks.
Tho ono-ltalf hour program ftlll
bo carried by W .MTW-TV , Mt.
Washington (Channel 8), and
the telecast will go out simultaneously to WAIB-TV , Bangor !
(Channel fi), and WAGM-T V ,]
<
Prosc fuo Isle (Channel 8).
. This is tho eighth of a series !
I of educational TV courses sponsore d by Colby.to assist toaohors
In earning certificate credi ts. Tho
courses may bo taken on a nonorodlt basis , or by satisfactorily
completing
homo
assignments
based on required reading and
taking a . final , examina tion ,
wh ereupon throo somofitar credits
i
wi ll bo awarded.

Are You Beginning The Print 0oElectIoiB Is
Offered For Rent
y
New' Year Correctl

Mom-Sorority Sains First Place;
¦
Pi Laitibcia Phi Hetains Top Honors

Colby College has a Rental Collection of original prints - lithoSTANDINGS IN THE WOMEN'S DIVISION
gra phs, woodcuts , etchings - signed
and dated by the artist. Students
SEMESTER II , 1959 - I960
may rent , these prints f rom the Department of Art and "live" with
Present
No. of
them daring the college year. The Standing
greater number of the' prints in the Last Sem.
Standing . Sorority
Women
Ave.
Colby collection were . given to the
.
.- . .
NON-SORORITY
224
2.581
college two years ago by the InterALL
WOMEN
458
2.545
national Graphic Arts Society with
¦
'
a grant from the) Rockerfeller
1
1
• Delta Delta Delta
56
2.521
Foundation. The rental fees are
2
2
Alpha Delta Pi
57
2.516
used to purchase- new prints for
' 2.510
ALL-SORORITY
234
the collection. Similar print rental
collections were placed in twenty 3
3
Sigma Kappa
59
2.505
five selected colleges and universi4
4
Chi Omega
62
2.500
ties throughout the United States.
Prints are executed in the scale
STANDINGS IN THE MEN'S DIVISION
decided on by the artist himself ,
while reproductions of oil paintings
SEMESTER II , 1959 - 1960
or water colors frequently enlarge
or reduce the format of the originals Standing
Present
No. of
from which they are taken. The
Standing Sorority
Women
Ave.
print - maker can "pull" many ori- Last Sem.
ginals from • the plate or block.
1
1
Pi Lambda . Phi
41
2.422
¦
¦
When the edition has been complet2
2 . Lambda Chi Al pha
49
2.278
ed the plates are destroyed. Prints
'
3
3
Sigma Theta Psi
51
2.158
ordinarily are marked with a fraction , such as 74/200,- near the ar5
4
Tau Delta Phi
51
2.150
tist's signature.. The numbers in
4
5
Kappa Delta Rho
53
2.144
the fraction mean, in the example
ALL-FRATERNITY 461
2.136
cited, \ "the seventy-fourth print in
' '
1
an edition limited to two hundred".
ALL MEN
605
2.135
.
• Because they are less expensive
NON-FRATERNITY 144
2.131
to buy than oils and -water color
7
6
Zeta Psi
59
. 2.093
paintings, prints afford the oppor2.064
10
7
Delta Kappa Epsilon 47
tunity for persons of modest means
to own an d enjoy or iginal works
9
8
Phi Delta Theta
29
2.062
or art.
38
2.005
6
9
Alpha Tau Omega
8
10
Delta Upsilon
43
1.952
_ .

Wise men through the ages have had some pointed things to say
about education- and study. As we face the new semester with high
h opes and with some trepid ation, perhaps some words from the wise
will offer solace.
Below are listed 11 quotations all having to do with the academic life. How many can you correctly ident if y ? Seven out of eleven
and you're Phi Bete material ; six dormitory ; then after that, . . . a
correct and you're Dean 's List ; five decent reading room and a library.
or less, and. you'd . better hit the After that, if I still had more money that I couldn't use, I would hire
books a little harder. •
1. "The learned are seldom pretty a professor and get some textfellows, and in many cases their ap- books. "
ANSWERS
pearance tends to discourage a lo=ve
1. H. L. Menchen; The New Webof study in the young."
( 2. "Note to that a faithful study ster International Distionary, 1934.
of the liberal aits humanizes char- 2. Ovid, Epistolae ex Ponto, Book
acter and permits it not to N be H, Ch. 3, line 14.
3. Ecclesiates, XII, 11.
cruel. "
3. "Of making many books there 4. Cecil John Rhodes, W ill , estabis no end ; and much, studying is a lished the Rhodes Scholarships.
5. Francis Parkman, Autobiogweariness of the flesh. "
4. "Educational relations make raphy, 1894.
6. Thomas Mann, The Magic
the strongest tie. "
Mountain
, Ch. 5.
"For
the
student
there
is,
in
5.
its season, no better place than the 7. Shakespeare, The Taming of
saddle, and no better companion the Shrew. Act I,. Sc. 1, line 39.
8. Ezra Pound, A.B.C. of Readthan the rifle or the oar. "
rtOrder
ing,
1934, p. 70.
and simplification are
6.
9. Mark Twain , The Facts Conthe first steps toward the mastery
of a subject — the actual enemy is cerning the Recent Resignation,
, ""*
1867.
the unknown."
10. A. Edward Newtonj This
7. "No profit grows where is no
Book-Collecting Game, Ch. 10.
pleas ure ta'en .;
11. Stephen Leacock, Oxford as 1
In brief, sir, stud y what you
See It.
"
most affect. "
8. "Real education must ultimately be limited to men who insist
on knowing, the rest is mere sheepherding."
9. "Soap and education are not
as sudd en as a m assac re, but they
are more deadly in the long run." Twenty Colby sons and Daughters
10. "I wish that some one would in the class of 1964 enjoyed a steak
give a course in how to live. It can't dinner at 'Bill Millett's camp in Chibe,, taught in the colleges ; that's na last Monday evening, Sept. 19.
Those students who attended were
perfectly obvious, for college prof essors don 't know any .better than Sally Berry (mother '32), Sara 'HasThe Interfraternity Council of
;. \ ,: - .. kell (father '36), Ann Haviee (mot- 1956 inaugurated a Colby " Fraternthe- rest of us. "
11. "If I were founding a univer- her '25), Jane Johnson (father and ity Competition system which covsity I would found first a smoking mother '30), Suzanne Noyes (fa- ers many phases of fraternity activiroom ; then when I had a little more ther '35) , Joann Peakes (mother ties. This competition was entitled
money in hand I would found a '27 and father '28), Kay Pearson the Bixler Bowl Competition. The
(father '32) , Jeanne Pendleton ( fa- objectives of the competition are
ther '39), 'Roberta Bobbins (father
'37), Joan Thiel (father '28), and
FROSH HAZING
Shirley Tozier (mother '30).
Continued from Page Three
Also attending were Paul Brown
and actually seem to enjoy being
(father '36), Steve Brudno (father
hazed ? One could also inquire why
'27),, Phil Choate (father '20) , John
doesn't hazing ever work ? It does
Gow (father '23), Lewis Kiinsky
seem harmless enough , but harmColby s student enrollment was (father '35), Ken Palmer (mother
less things are also often useless.
increased by one with the arrival '40 andyfather '37), Larry Schulze
Saturday of- Eric Levik , a student (mother 5 27), Mike Smith (mother
Haro ld B. . Berdeen
from Nairobi ," Kenya, Africa.
'34), and Rick Snow (father '24).,
DaughOilier Colby Sons and
The college came to Eric's attenJob, Novelty & Social Printing
tion through the auspice of the Af- ters are Shirley Cobb, Linda Doe, |
"We Give You Service
rican"" American Students Founda- Barbara Flewelling, Joyce McDonTelephone TR 3-3434
tion , whose board of directors in- ald, Eino Kivi, David Polley, Will88 Pleasant St.
Waterville \
cludes Mrs Ralph Bunche, the Hon- iam Seepe, and William Vauglian.
orable Tom Mboya , and Jackie Robinson . .
He is here with a full-tuition
scholarship from the college while
¦
the Student Government ' provides I
room arid board from a special fund !'
S T U D E N T S and F A C U L T Y
raised for this purpose.
The college has already received
inquiries from Africa from students
interested in succeeding years, We
may hope that Eric, and others who
may follow, will find the Colby en134 Main Street
vironment both pleasant and profitable. •

Bill Millett Hosts
Sons & Dau ghters IFC Inau gurates
A New Fraternit y
Bowl Com petition

Col by Includes An
African Student In
Enrollment For '60

!-'
..

HANGOUT HOURS
Thursday, 8-10 p.m.
Friday, 8-11/ p.m.
Saturday, 8-12 p.m.
Sunday, 10 a.m.-l2 noon
__. __ . _ . _ _

also 8-10 p.m.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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SPORTING GOODS CO.
TR 2-2344
| 67 Temple
i Student Prices on All Sports

]

Waterville

SAME DAY SERVICE ON LAUNDRY
REASONABLE PRICES
- _ ._

•

TR 3-3957 \

:

DATSIS LUN CH
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(Back of Levine 's Store on Front Street )
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Athletics—Lambda Chi Alpha ; and
Leadership—Lambda Chi Alpha.
Total results made Lambda Chi
Alpha the winner of the Bixler
Bowl for the 1959-60 season. Other
Colby fraternities placed as follows:
2)Tau Delta Phi ; 3)Kappa Delta
Rho ; 4)Alpha • Tau Omega ; 5)Zeta
Psi ; 6)Delta Ups ilon ;' 7)Delta
Kappa Epsilon ; 8)Pi • Lambda Phi ;
9)Sigma Theta Psi ; and 10)Phi Delta Theta.

justification of fraternitites by contributing . to the over-all work of
the college program and the strengthening of the belief that a fraternity can be a constructive educational experience.
...
. .,
. .,. .,
The Competition includes five
main areas of fraternity activity.
Winners in each ' area for 1959-60
were : Administration—Tau Delta
Phi ; Scholarship—Pi Lambda Phi ;
Special Events—Kappa Delta Rho :
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Mules Victorious In Ofoener 28*16
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Once again Colby is off to what may prove to be an ; outstanding gridiron season. Rallying f or
two fourth quarter touchdowns, the state champion football Mules scored an impressive 28-16 victory
over the surprisingly strong Norwich Cadets of Vermont here Saturday.
It was the opening clash for both squads , and' the Mules, favored by two touchdowns by many,
had to come f rom behind in the f inal quarter to do it. The Mules, play ing a bit sluggishly in their
first effort of the 1960 season , trailed 16-14 until the 4:35 mark of the final frame when junior left
halfback Herman "Binky" Smith Jackson to Valhouli. Valhouli , the in the lead with the two points aftallied from 15 yards out. Bruce outstanding Cadet Player of the af- ter the touchdown. Colby went on
Kin gdon put the game out of the ternoon , rushed for two extra to .take the lead in the fourth quart er with Kingdon and Smith doin g
Cadet's reach when he scored what points.
proved to be the outstanding run
Once again Colby opened the scor- the honors.
Although the big names in the
of the game. Intercepting a Cadet ing in the second half as Bruce
pass on the Mule 35 yard line, King- Kingdon scored from two yards out. scoring department were Smith,
don was never touched as he scamp- Kingdon had set up the score on a Nigro, and Kingdon , one can't help
ered 65 yards for the score.
perfectly executed pass to end Bob but praise the line play of the game.
Colby opened the scoring in the Burke. The play started out as a With " the guards pulling and the
first period when the Mules' bread- sweep of the right end with King- tackles blocking superbly downfield,
and-butter man, co-captain Bob Ni- don carrying, ' As the flow of players the Mules' line opened up holes, that
gro, butted his way into paydirt went around the right end, Kingdon you could have driven a convoy of
from the 3 yard line. Sophomore retraced his . steps and tossed the trucks through;. The victory - itself
Andy Florentine tallied for two pigskin to Burke who was all alone. was one that the entire team can
points after a run off on the left
A minute and ten seconds was all be proud of.
side of the Colby line.
In a post-game interview with
the time that the Mules had to enWith a little more than 15 sec- joy their lead. It was Valhouli Head' Coach Clifford he told the
Closing in f o r the kill, f o u r Cade ts surround 'Colby halfback Binky onds remaining to
be played in the again who scored for the Cadets as Echo that, although some of the
Smith as Bruce Kingdon (40) looks on helpl essly.
fir_it half , the Cadets pushed across he scampered off tackle for 52 players were not too pleased with
the equalizer on a 5 yard toss from yards. Bill Harding put the Cadets
Continued on Page Seven
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Since 1891 LEVI NE'S has welcomed the new Freshmen and
older upperclassm en back to Colby . . . .
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Come Down a n d . . .
Browse Arou nd —
Cash Your Checks —
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Make Your self Known and —
Have a Good " KIBBITZ "
Also since 1891, LEVINE'S has been noted for their understanding of college men and college styles . . . .
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Collegiate Style Slacks
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Chino s
Corduro ys by the ton
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P ick Up Your FREE B L O T T E R
w i t h "The L u c k y N u m b e r "
and Athletic Schedule of Colby Games
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The Store For Men arid Boy*
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WHER E COLBY BOYS MEET
Hbwie 741
Ludy '21
Pacy '27
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Prof. Hoi land Says Ait Center Offers
ExKibits
So p hs Should P!aii NeW'
,

Their Year Abroad

. "Within the past ten ' years more
' "For Coaich Bob Clifford and Company, th e summer mont hs were than . a hundred of America's colleones of hard work, hard play, and 'plenty of; exercise. For some [of ges have established programs unthe head-knocking contingent, the summer brought healthy tans and der which undergraduates may stuadded poundage that had to be run off before the opening of Colby's dy , in foreign countries for a portion of their academic career.
grid season. Just what did'the summer season have in store for you?
In charge of the selection of ColMy summer was spent in the heart of the - new-born American
by sophomores- who will spend a
Football League; Dallas and Houston, Texas. To watch such all-Ani- " funior Year Abroad" is' the faculericans as Billy Cannofi and Jim Swink knock their heads in the mid- ty Committee on; Foreign Students
dle of one' of Texas' hottest and dryest summers was quite an exper- and • < Foreign Study, headed this
ience. As most football fans know, the game is played in a little dif- year by Professor Henry Holland
of the Department of Modern Lanfer ent style in the Southwest. All one needs is to watch such teams as guages.
the Univ. of Texas or the Univ. of Okla. in action to Tcnow just what
Professor Holland suggests that
I'm talking about. The important thing for a f ootball prospect there interested students, , after examiiig
"^
to remember is that he must concentrate his efforts on building up the catalog, should go first to their
speed and endurance. Unlike the brand of ball in the Mid-West arid major advisors .to discuss ways in
the East , players here are trained to run , an run, and run. Wide open which a year ' abroad might be fitplay dominates most of the games with passing playing a major role. ted into their programs. Language
students are most often attracted
Linemen as well as backs must be fleet afoot as downfield blocking
by prog r ams' for foreign' study, but
plays a major role in the duty of the lineman. The game seems to in recent years , such diverse departbe a little more ekciting from the fans' point of view invthat things ments 'as History, Mathematics and
Psychology have heen represented
happen quicker and on the more fantastic side.
by Colby , students working in forAlthough the AFL may not challenge the greatness of the NFL
eign universities.
for. some time, the neiv league .will prosper in the SW because most of
Although selection of students is
t he players on the Texan and Oiler squads are local pr oducts. As you
not carried out until after the midr
are well aware, Texans have a pride iri their state unlike that of any year marks are in, such selection
other state. Due to this fact they will support their new enterprise is determined in part by the approin the same manner that they have so faithfully supported college priateness of the place and program proposed by the student. It
football in the area.
is not too early to begin, making
, As most , f ootball fans realize, the sport , is by far the most pop¦.
these plans.
ular in Texas. People flock to th e st adiums from miles around to see
both high school and college games alike. As an example of this en- considered eligible until the next
thusiasm, tickets to this year's annual classic between the Univ of academic year for . a ,bid from or soTexas and the Univ. of Oklahoma were completely sold ou t as of cial pr ivileges . in any, other fraternity. Invitations to membership in
the first of-August. (The game is scheduled to be played at the Cota fraternity will, be placed in the
ton Bowl in Dallas sometime in October.) When was the last time noon mail on, Saturday,- October 8.
.
you saw the Mayflower Hill stadium filled to capacity ? ' Oh sure,
In
order
to
become
a brother - in
Homecoming brings many people to th e fi eld for th at one game, but a fraternity ' ' a transfer student or
1
how many of those people are really there because their date ' wants freshman must have a minimum'
to see the game or because its the thing to do on that particular scholastic average of 1.8 for the
weekend. After all, football is an integral part of the weekend fes- previous semester 's work. Also
freshmen or transfer students who
tivities during Homecoming. It's about time that some of the Colby
are on either scholastic or cliscipf ootb all f ans st ick ar ound on home game weekends to support th e linary probation will not be eligible
team rather than traveling to Orono or Boston to cheer in "foreign" for pledging. . I' . '
encampments. And what about away games? How many of you have Withdrawal : of a pledge may be
ever tr aveled with th e team to support them away from.the campus? inade ..only by submitting that inAt away games one ' would also think that Colby was exp eriencing a tention in writing to the President
pf the I.F.C. A man thus withdrawn
quaranteen.. As a statement of pur e fact, more fans Here in . Texas
rriay not pledge or obtain social .priat t end practice sessions th an turn out for ,Colby? s Saturd ay afternoon vileges to another fraternity before
encounters. What 's wrong with the Mules, one might ask. We've done the next academic year.
something t hat hasn 't been, don e in years : win two consecutive State
MULES VICTORIOUS
Series championships, and still attendance is far below what it should
Continued
from Page Six
be. This season, more than ever before, the Mules need your support.
,
the way in which the Mules had to
We will be the object of long training'periods by tne Uriiy. of Maine,
defeat the underdog Cadets . in the
Bates- and Bowdoin this season , and writers, players, and layrhen final period, a victory was nonetheunprecedented third straight title. So, how about a br eak , as we said less , a victory,, and that you can't
alik e don't believe that the Mules will be successful in pur quest of an deny. It was his belief that the difference between the itwo teams was
all over campus last year. Let's get out and support the team.
that the Mules were the toughest
team that the Cadets will havo to
face this yoar , and they wore , so to
speak , more up for the game. Another interesting point that Clifford brought out was the fact that
twelve of the thirty-three man squad
are sophomores who came up from
[Fraternity rushing got underway at Colby on September: 17 and
tho
worst freshman team in Colby's
will last through Friday, October 7 at 6 p.m. To serve as a reminder : history. One sophomore that Cliffon weekdays rushing is allowed from noon until 1:30 p.m. and from ord mentioned in • particular was
5 p.m. until 7. p.m. During these times fraternity members may visit Quarterback Dan Barrett, playing
fresh'men and eligible transfer students in their rooms. At these times in a Colby uniform for the first
time. Although Dan , didn't play
also, the fraternity houses will be open to all interested rashees,
Wednesday, Ootobor 5 — y • frosh ball last year, Clifford has
Open smokers wore held this
Phi Dolt and Pi Lambda Phi , predicted' great things of tho' sophweek. Remaining open smokers will
Quiet period will extend from omore. Another standout ainong the
be Friday, September 28 —- Pi
sophomores was Di ok Bonolawioz,
^
Lambda Phi arid Tau , Dolt ; and noon / on Friday, Ootobor 7 until 0 the only sophomore to
bo among tho
'
7.
No
prosOctober
'
p.m.
on
Friday,
,
arid
->ATO
September
26
Mondny,
¦
starting
,
eleven.,...
¦' ¦ ¦ ¦ '
.
7
pective pledge shall commit 'himself
" . '. . . - ..
j -ioto:
• ' !¦
' , ;
¦
Each fraternity will hold one .to any . fraternity before lie , submits
Trading Post; Inc. ;
closed .smoker. Tlioso 'will begin at his Preferential Bid ' List. ,
^
Clothin g, f ootwear and
|
6 p.nri. and may last until, 11 p.m. „ Each freshman and eligible trans'
Spor
ting
Goods
\
.
]
There -will be two closed smokers fer student will submit his' Preferen71-73 Tom plo Stroot
hold simultaneously according to the tial Bid List, to tho main desk of |
MAINE
following schedule s
Roberts Union between tlie hours of [ WATERVILLE
7
5 and 6 p.m. on ' Friday, Ootobor 7,
Wednesday, September 28'j —
Lambda Obi and KDR \ a ' ;. A .prospective pledge 's' signature on
The Guite Shop
. Thursday, September 29 —•
his Preferential Bid List is a promt
¦' . . ¦ ' ' ¦; ' BU and' Zeto ' . ' ; •• •
¦
iso . that ho \will' plodfeo himself to • ¦ : - .. >. :' > ¦ -. TAILORS .. , . ;. ' .;¦ , i
,
; ..
¦ , Friday, Soptombor ,80
!
" that fraternity which sends him a Custoin-matlo Ja pkots for follows
—
]
;
bid , whether it- ^bb liis first, second , with broa d shoul ders and small ;
y ATO and . Sigma Thbto ,
/third , or fourth ohoiad. Iv is binding waists. — Reasona ble ¦ prices.
, Monday, October, 3} —•
/
' V ; ' I)oko arid Tau Dolt ' ' ' . . . , to th o, extent that ho. will not ho ._ _ ._ _ _ ._ ' _ _ _ , _ . _ y _ ._ _ .j _ _ _ _ y _ \

I. F. C. Fraternity Rush
Procedur es Summarized
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< "Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "

t

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

The Bixler Art and Music' Center
will be the focal point for many interesting collections throughout this
year,, A display of Shaker drawings
will be exhibited during ' September
and ' October , and f j oin October to
'November there 'will be featured an
exhibit of Abstract, Expressionism.
In November the Center will present a new view of the permanent
Oolby art collection. From Nbvember- to December one will be able to
see a varied collection of Maine
Craft , and during the month of
January, John Brewster's portraits
will be displayed.
The, beginning of second semester
will bring a series of. prints from
the Gothic and Renaissance periods.
From April to May a collection of
Seal Harbor, b elong ing to Governor
Rockerfeller, will be on exhibit.

51 Main Street
Waterville
Maine
Charge A ccou nts
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Main Street
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Waterville, Maine
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Verified Lub rication
Road Service .

!

Atlas Tires and Batteries

; Post Office Square
Esso Service Center

TR 2-2182

¦

R. J. DUNN , Prop.

;

TR 2-8225
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TR 2-9727

Waterville

Maine
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ROLLINS-DUNHAM !
COMPANY/ :

MUSIC CENTER
99 Main St.
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AL COREY'S
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HARDWARE

EVERYTHING IN MUSIC

!

HOUSEWARES

;
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TR 2-5622
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W ESTINGHOUSE
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Waterville
Savings Bank
Member of the

FEDERAL DEPOSIT
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156 - 158 Main Street
Gives the Colby Student
SHOE REPAIRING & DYEING
Quality Service - 1 Hour Service
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DAIRY JOY
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- DOORS

Waterville, Maine

Opposite Railroad .
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TR 3-3371

PAINTS
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Minors
¦
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14 North Street
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LUMBER & BUI LDING

Call TR 2-6584
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WARE-BUTLER , INC.
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1 Friday, October 14th
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| Open Day and Night

Night Calls TR 2-7732
113 Main St., Waterville , Maine
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[ PARK'S

Waterville ' s Professional
Drug Center
INVALID AND SICK
ROOM SERVICE
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LARRY'S
PHARMACY
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Booking Agent for Rock n' Roll
^WANTED...
Band. I will pay 7% commission to student who
handles oqr bookings. Barid,^ The Whirlwinds,
is very popular at colleges. All adveitising materials supplied by me. Will not take much time
and sould pay VERY well.
' • .' ' ¦ , ; . Write - . ', ¦
y'

. , 'H ap'Snow, . • ' • ,

229 South Avenue '

y iVeston, Mass. •

A Million Dollars Free md Recor d Exam College Eggheads Have
Dates and Details Interesting Publication
For Enterprising Grads Aired
For Seniors
Seeing the posters and notices how going- up on the bulletinboard in the hall outside the Recorder's Office^ announcing competitions for various national fellowships and scholarships, we wandered
up to the office of the Dean of the Faculty on the floor above to ask
a few questions. The answers should start a few seniors moving: ' ¦
"Are these people really giving awav such money?" we asked.

College, a magazine subtitled Entertainment indTEnliglitenment for College Eggheads," wul'appear at college bookstores .and
newstarids across the country this September. According/to editorpublisher David Preiss, College will be the first magazine dedicated to
the nation's college audience.
y
Preiss believes College will become as popular "with-students as.

Graduate Record Examinations,
inquired of. applicants for admission
to a number of graduate schools
and by an increasing number of donors of graduate fellowships , will be
offered in the National Program for
"Millions of dollars," said the to his major advisor — to members Graduate School Selection to be con- College Humor; a national magazine velopes should accompany all matDean . "Here's one not yet posted of the special advisory committees ducted as examination centers which aroused ' great -.campus, en- erial to guarantee reply in two
that will give a tlioiisand first-year for professional students — -or, if throughout the country five .times thu siasm durin g the 20's and 30's weeks. While subscriptions are not
graduate students fifteen hundred he is thinking of switching fields , during" the coming year.
hut did n ot r eturn aft er World War solicited at this, time, tlie staff in/
"
to members of other departments. A
dollars each next fall."
This fall candidates may take the II. He adds; "We do not intend tends to issue ,College monthly, ex,
"Do Colby students ever win philosophy major who is considering GItE at Colby on Saturday, Novem- to mimic College Humor or any cluding July and August, at 40
these, or do they all go to people graduate work in psychology will ber 19. Jn 1961, the dates are other magazine ; it is our belief that cents a copy.
talk with the psychologists ; a psy- January 21 and April 22. ETS - ad- college students today are interestfrom the big universities ?"
"About half of,the Colby students chologist developing an int erest in vises each applicant to inquire of ed in more intelligent and creative
who , go on to graduate or profes- "social theory will cpnsult the sociol- the graduate school ' of his choice extra-cur ricular pu rsuits and will
sional school go with a fellowship, ogy department. The main thing is which of the examinations he should read aud contribute' to a magazine
scholarship, or assistantship of some to get started. Choice of a graduate take and on which dates. ' Appli- they can respect, identif y with and
sort. Many of these are regular un- school presents sufficient problems cants for graduate school fellow- afford, "
The staff is presently overstocked
iversity awards , but last year we to warrant an early beginning quite ships are often asked to take the
"!
OPEN SUNDAY
Foundation
apart
from
all
this
about
fellowship
Science
with
fiction, poetry and humorous
' had . a National
¦
"
designated examinations in the fall
.¦ : ¦ '
<
.. y
works, but they seek non-fiction
Fellow and two Fulbright Fellows." applications."
administration.
[ 7 ' Rotary Outlet
dealing with arts , academics and
"How does a Colby senior get one
"Where can a student find inThe GRE tests offered in these
of these plums to fall on him ?'.'
formation about the different grad- nationwide programs include, a test athletics.. Besides contributors , College seeks student correspondents ,
"They don 't fall. They have to be uate schools?"
o f ' general scholastic ability and ada man and woman trom each campicked. Applications must be sent
"Well , departmental advisors will vance level tests of achievement in pus interested in reporting local
in to the boards administering the
sixteen different subject matter
news and trends of national signiawards. For some the student ap- have some . material, but the largfields.
According t o ETS, candiest collection of graduate and pro^ ficance. Applicants accepted as Col-^
plies directly, in other cases he is
dates are permitted to take the
lege correspondents receive free subnominated by' a member of the fac- fessional school catalogues is avail- Aptitude
, Test and or one' of the
scripti on s and are listed on the staff
ulty who knows liis interests and able for consultation right here , in
Jeffery H unter
Advanced Tests.
page of the magazine.
abilities , but in either ease it is up the outer office of the Dean of the
David Janssen
a,lso the place to
A bulletin of Inf orm ati on (In
Interested students and faculty
to the student to let , it b e kn own Faculty. This is
Vie Damone
that he plans to continue his educa- come for information about grad- which an application is inserted) may submit queries or material, to
uate
and
professional
school
admisPatricia
Owens
provides details of registration and College' at 1822 N. Orleans, Chicago
tion beyond college — and that he
¦
sion
tests."
administration as well as sample 14, Illinois. Return postage and en- i
'in
.;
could use a little cash. If he doesn't
need money he can still use the . "What would you do if the whole questions, and , may be obtained
prestige that comes with .one of senior class piled in here for inform- from the Dean of the Faculty. A before the date of the administra
. . completed application must reach tion for which the candidate is ap
.
ation?"
these fellowships."
,
"Cheer."
the ETS office at least fifteen days plying.
begin?
does
a
student
"Where
And when ?"
"Taking the last question first:
he begins now. Applications for several of . the larger fellowship programs are made within the next
four or five weeks. As to where ; he
starts by talking to his advisors —
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DENNISON SUPPLIES
I STUDIO G R EE T I N G CARDS
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Sales - Service - Rental
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TR 2-9731
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BERRY 'S
STATION ERS
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SCHOOL SUPPLIES

170 Main Street
Waterv ille, Maine

HART' S

Tailors, Cleaners & Dyers
Repairing and Alterations
Custom Made Clothes
Watervillo
22 Main St.
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Gas Tank Full?
For The Weekend?
For The Game ?
|
See\

I

i

"cookie" miche;al
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Corner of N orth & Pleasant Sts.
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WATERVIL LE

Super Shirt Laundr y
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CLEAN
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Bachelor Bundle Service
TR 2-5461
| 74A Elm Street
1
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Here 's how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

:

^Dep ositors
~P$SBp Ihust Company '.
23 Offices in tho
"Heart of Maine "
Member Federal Deposit
Insut'Andb Corporation

Wate rville, Maine

.'

li It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
... definitel y proved to .make the'taste of a cigarette mild and
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~ (Jwae eo- h mtr ihiddlt name
Product of <Jm f/wnvukxm
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2. with a pur^white outer filter. Together they select qnd balance
the flavor elemeri.s in the smoke. Tareyton 's flavor-balance gives,
you' the best-taste of the best tobaccos^ 7
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